
1 Best Practice  
 

Title:  MissionFateh            
Mission Fateh was launched in the college to spread awareness about the pandemic and also 

to help the infected people of the region with the much needed accessories to fight off 

Corona virus. 

 

 2 Objective of the Practice: To objective was to keep the citizens hale and hearty and 

protect them from the attack of the deadly virus. 

 

The Context : Mission Fateh was launched by the Punjab Government to combat the deadly 

virus. Its name indicates that it is a war waged against the virus with an aim to winning the 

same. It was launched to help Corona infected people to fight off the virus.  Masks and 

sanisitizers were distributed to the villagers. They were also made aware of the virus and its 

consequences . They were trained how to protect themselves from the virus. 

 

The Practice : Under ' Mission Fateh' programme , a door to door campaign was launched. 

The NSS volunteers of the college were trained to make the mission a success. The NSS 

volunteers visited villages in and around Nakodar and handed over the Mission Fateh kit to 

the needy along with educating the villagers about Corona virus and how to protect 

themselves from it. 

 

Evidence of success :  The Mission Fateh was a huge success as it helped people fight off the 

virus in a better way. It helps contain the spread of the virus besides saving a lot of lives. 

 

Problems Encountered and Resources Required: Mission Fateh faced problems. The villagers 

were reluctant to entertain the NSS volunteers. They had a lot of misgivings about the Fateh 

kit. But these hiccups were easily overpowered by the team. Logistics was another big issue 

during lockdown. But it was also managed. 

As far as resources are concerned, the college staff and a few philanthropists contributed 

generously  to  the. 

 

2  Best Practice 

 

Title: Skill Development Programme:  

 During pandemic , various skill development programmes namely, ‘Advance Diploma in 

cutting, tailoring and fashion designing,  Diploma in Beauty Therapist & Wellness, Advance 

Diploma in Trainee Chef & Multi-cuisine cook and Diploma in communication skills’ were 

started by the college in the ONLINE mode. 

 

Objective of the Mission:  The objective of the mission was to hone the skills of students to 

make them self- reliant and also to prepare them for the emerging job market. 

 

Context: The skill Development courses started by the college were UGC approved. They 

were so designed that they sharpend the culinary, communication, stitching and make-up 



skills of students. The key aim of theses diplomas was to prepare students for the emerging 

job market besides helping them find an economic space both in India and abroad. 

 

Practice:  Since these Diploma courses were introducted for the first time in the college, all 

the concerned faculty members put in their best efforts to make students know the 

significance of these courses. Classes were held ONLINE. When relaxation in Covid related 

restrictions were given, then hands-on training was given to students, esp. in practical 

subjects. 

 

Problems encountered:  Different types of problems were encountered. It was not easy to 

advertise the programme during Covid -19 induced restrictions. However, these courses were 

advertised on different social media platforms.  The second biggest challenge was to teach 

students via ONLINE mode. Resource mobilisation was another issue. However, these were 

overcome by the continuous efforts of the Hon’ble principal and the concerned faculty. 
 


